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The Jewish Illuminati wants you DEAD – if you are over 65!  Big Pharma is 
advertising Fluzone, High-Dose, Quadrivalent Flu Vaccine for people over 65.  They are 
telling the public that if you are Older – you need a Stronger Flu shot! 

 

They Are LYING! 
 
First of all, NO ONE needs a Flu Shot AT ALL! God designed the body to heal itself.  
When you get the flu, it’s because the body needs a “cleansing” from the way you have 
been living, eating, and handling stress.  All you need to do is get rest, drink fluids, 
particularly water, and eat very little.  In that way, you are assisting the body in its 
cleansing.  And in a few days, your body will be well again. 
 
You don’t need to do ANYTHING ELSE!   
 
You don’t need to go to a doctor.   
 
You don’t need antibiotics or any other kind of drug medication.   
 
You don’t need a vaccination 
 

BECAUSE 
 
Vaccines DON’T Work.   
 
Vaccines DO NOT Prevent Disease.   
 
Vaccines CAUSE disease because of their harmful ingredients. 
 



Vaccines DON’T improve your immune system.   
 
Vaccines HARM your immune system and make you more vulnerable to disease. 
 
 

BUT EVEN  
IF VACCINES DID WORK 

 
Even if Vaccines DID work, the Flu vaccine that is given THIS year is made for the 
Flu virus that was present LAST YEAR.  So it is USELSS!  Because Drug 
companies DO NOT KNOW what Flu virus will be going around THIS YEAR! 
 
And Even if Vaccines DID work, older people need a LOWER dose, NOT a higher 
dose! Doctors and nurses ALL KNOW that when an elderly person is given ANY type of 
drug, they should ALWAYS receive a LOWER dose than a younger person, because 
their body is less able to handle ANY type of medication, including vaccines! 
 
Elderly patients can DIE if they receive the same dose of a drug that is normally given 
to a younger person. 
 
Think about it!  The Drug Companies want Elderly People to be given FOUR TIMES 
THE NORMAL DOSE of the Flu Vaccine! 
 
 

THE SAME RULE APPLIES 
TO VACCINES 

 
Older people should ALWAYS receive a LOWER dose of EVERY type of Drug, 
compared to a younger person.  They should NEVER receive a higher dose. 
 

Don’t Let them KILL you! 



 
 

 
 

 

 
 


